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Get the Most Value from Your Supplier 

Understand the REAL costs as you select the materials for your application. 

When you evaluate the cost of material for an application, especially when looking at more than one material, 

chances are you compare the price per pound.  However, if you rely on the price per pound number alone, you 

could very well be missing a significant cost savings!   

In fact, price per pound is only half of the story…to get the true price of a material you also need to factor in its 

specific gravity (SG) as well. This is called “Pound-Volume Cost”.  

Pound-Volume Cost Explained 

What is Pound-Volume Cost?  In its simplest terms, it’s the amount of mass or space that a pound of material 

occupies.  Low specific gravity materials occupy more space per pound, and high specific gravity materials 

occupy less space per pound.  

Fortunately, to get the true price of your material(s), there is a simple pound-volume cost calculation: 

 

 

 

By simply multiplying specific gravity by the cost of the material we can find 

the pound-volume cost. It will give us an accurate cost of the amount of the 

material needed to fill a given volume such as mold cavity.  

TPEs are available in a wide range of specific gravity values. The specific 

gravity of a TPE is determined by with the amount of fillers and additives 

compounded into the polymer. Unfilled materials usually have a lower specific 

gravity while filled materials usually have a higher specific gravity. 

Let’s look at a few materials with different specific gravities and how the 

differences between them affect the price of the final products being 

manufactured.  To demonstrate the concept, we are using a part that 

measures 1 x 1 x 1. 
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The specific gravity of 
the material

Price per pound of the 
material

Pound-Volume Cost is 
the true price of the 

material you are buying.

More about Specific 

Gravity 

Specific gravity is the 

ratio of the density of a 

substance to the density 

(mass of the same unit 

volume) of a reference 

substance…in most cases 

that reference substance is 

water. So specific gravity 

of a material is its density 

compared to the density of 

water (which is 1.0). 
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If all three materials are priced the same and work well for the application, then the choice is clear… select 

the material with the lower specific gravity and you’ll be able to manufacture more parts per pound of material.   

What if the material prices are different?  You can compare the Pound-Volume Costs of each to understand 

your best value.  To get to the Pound-Volume Cost, multiply the Specific Gravity value by the Price per Pound: 

Specific Gravity X Price/Pound = Pound Volume Cost 

 Specific 
Gravity (SG) 

Price/ Pound 
Pound 

Volume Cost 
Explained  

1.0 X $2.15 = $2.15 
The price per pound of this material is 10% higher than the 
1.4 SG material, but each part produced will actually be 20% 
less in material cost, so it is a BETTER VALUE. 

1.4 X $1.95 = $2.73 
This material has a very attractive price/pound, but in the end, 
it will make far less parts/pound, and the overall cost per 
part manufactured is higher. 

0.9 X $2.35 = $2.12 

While it appears that the price/pound is outrageous compared 
to the other two materials, this material can make more parts 
per pound and result in more parts per dollar than either of 
the others and represents the BEST VALUE, though very 
close in value to the first material.  

 

Ultimately, even though the 0.9 specific gravity material has a 9-20% higher price per pound than the other two 

materials offered, it represents the BEST VALUE because you can manufacture more parts per pound of 

material, and more importantly, you can manufacture more parts per dollar spent on material.  

If you want to maximize your material spend dollars, make sure you understand your Pound-Volume costs 

when evaluating your material options.   

•1 pound of material

•1.0 Specific Gravity

•Part Size = 1x1x1

Material A:  1.0 Specific Gravity

•1 pound of material

•1.4 Specific Gravity

•Part Size = 1x1x1

Material B:  1.4 Specific Gravity

•1 pound of material

•0.9 Specific Gravity

•Part Size = 1x1x1

Material C:  0.9 Specific Gravity

Makes: 1 full part 

Makes: 71% of the 

same part 

Makes: 1 full part and 

11% of a 2nd part 


